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Abstract
Objective: In the 2018 ATN framework, Alzheimer’s neurodegenerative
biomarkers comprised cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) total tau, 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose-positron emission tomography, and brain atrophy. We aimed to assess the
clinical outcomes of having discordant Alzheimer’s neurodegenerative biomarkers. Methods: A total of 721 non-demented individuals from the Alzheimer’s
Disease Neuroimaging Initiative database were included and then further categorized into concordant-negative, discordant, and concordant-positive groups.
Demographic distributions of the groups were compared. Longitudinal changes
in clinical outcomes and risk of conversion were assessed using linear mixed-effects models and multivariate Cox proportional hazard models, respectively.
Results: Discordant group was intermediate to concordant-negative and concordant-positive groups in terms of APOE e4 positivity, CSF amyloid-beta, and
phosphorylated tau. Compared with concordant-negative group, discordant
group deteriorated faster in cognitive scores (Mini-Mental State Examination,
the Clinical Dementia Rating Scale-Sum of Boxes, and the Functional Activities
Questionnaire) and demonstrated greater rates of atrophy in brain structures
(hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, and whole brain), and concordant-positive
group performed worse over time than discordant group. Moreover, the risk of
cognitive decline increased from concordant-negative to discordant to concordant-positive. The results from longitudinal analyses were validated in A+T+,
cognitively normal, and mild cognitive impairment individuals, and were also
validated by applying different cutoffs and neurodegenerative biomarkers. Interpretation: Discordant neurodegenerative status denotes a stage of cognitive
function which is intermediate between concordant-negative and concordantpositive. Identification of discordant cases would provide insights into intervention and new therapy approaches, particularly in A+T+ individuals. Moreover,
this work may be a complement to the ATN scheme.
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Data used in preparation of this article were
obtained from the Alzheimer’s Disease
Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database
(adni.loni.usc.edu). As such, the investigators
within the ADNI contributed to the design
and implementation of ADNI and/or provided
data but did not participate in analysis or
writing of this report. A complete listing of
ADNI investigators can be found at: http://
adni.loni.usc.edu/wp-content/uploads/
how_to_apply/
ADNI_Acknowledgement_List.pdf.

Introduction
In 2018, the National Institute on Aging-Alzheimer’s
Association (NIA-AA) created a research framework to
biologically define Alzheimer’s disease (AD) by “ATN”
biomarkers (amyloid-beta (Ab) deposition [“A”], pathologic tau [“T”], and neurodegeneration [“N”]), and treated cognitive impairment as a symptom/sign of the
disease.1 In this system, “N” biomarkers are indicators of
neurodegeneration or neuronal injury based on elevated
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) total tau (t-tau), hypometabolism on 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose-positron emission tomography (FDG-PET), or brain atrophy on magnetic
resonance image (MRI).1
Neurodegeneration, especially synapse loss, is the aspect
of AD neuropathological changes that is most closely

related to symptoms.2 The “N” biomarker panel provides
vital pathological staging information1 and exploring
these biomarkers in actual research is necessary. Although
the three “N” biomarkers can be used interchangeably, it
is worth noting that heterogeneity exists among them.3–5
CSF t-tau probably shows the intensity of neuronal damage at a specific time point3,6–8; brain atrophy on MRI
reveals cumulative loss and shrinkage of the neuropil9–11;
and FDG-PET may reflect atrophy of the neuropil and
impaired function of neurons. All these differences among
“N” biomarkers likely lead to discordance.5,12–15 Discordant biomarkers potentially have significant implications
for neurobiological mechanisms of biomarker discrepancies and AD neuropathogenesis.16 Biomarker discordance
has been examined between CSF Ab and Ab PET,16,17 as
well as between CSF phosphorylated tau (p-tau) and tau
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PET.18 Prior studies mainly focused on the associations of
neurodegenerative biomarkers or only a single biomarker
rather than investigations into the combination of multiple neurodegenerative markers utilizing various modalities.18–22 However, whether and how “N” biomarker
discordance affects clinical outcomes are currently understudied. Herein, we conducted the first longitudinal study
to compare the discordant group with concordant-negative and concordant-positive groups in terms of baseline
demographic distributions and longitudinal clinical outcomes.

Methods
Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative
(ADNI) study design
Data used in the preparation of this article were obtained
from the ADNI database (http://adni.loni.usc.edu).23,24
The ADNI was launched in 2003 as a public–private partnership with the primary goal of testing the effectiveness
of integrating neuroimaging, clinical, biological, and neuropsychological markers in measuring the progression of
mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and early AD. All
ADNI participants have been recruited from more than
50 sites across the United States and Canada.

Participants
Subjects from the ADNI prospective clinical cohort were
included in this article if they received baseline and follow-up clinical, neuropsychological, and CSF assessments
as well as MRI and FDG-PET examinations. ADNI participants were followed longitudinally, with visits every
3 months for the first year, followed by half-year visits.
At each follow-up visit, any change to a participant’s clinical diagnosis or biomarker data was recorded in the
ADNI database. To avoid the impact of AD on results,
we included only non-demented subjects diagnosed as
cognitively normal (CN) controls and MCI patients. For
detailed diagnostic criteria, see www.adni-info.org.

CSF measurements
CSF samples were collected and shipped on dry ice to the
ADNI Biomarker core laboratory at the University of
Pennsylvania Medical Center. Aliquots (0.5 mL) were prepared from these samples and stored in barcode-labeled
polypropylene vials at 80°C. The CSF proteins, including CSF Ab42, p-tau, and t-tau, were measured using the
multiplex xMAP Luminex platform (Luminex Corp, Austin, TX) with the INNOBIA AlzBio3 kit (Innogenetics).25

1998

Neuroimaging and cognition
Structural MRI brain scans were acquired by Siemens
Trio 3.0 T or Vision 1.5 T scanners. Automated volume
measures were obtained with FreeSurfer (http://surfer.
nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki). Our study used averaged
volume measurements for hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, and whole brain. The estimated total intracranial volume (eTIV) was applied to adjust the hippocampal
volume (HPV) with the following equation: adjusted hippocampal volume (aHPV) = Raw HPV - b (eTIV - Mean
eTIV), where b indicated the regression coefficient when
HPV was regressed against eTIV.26 And we applied the
calculated aHPV as a marker of neurodegeneration.
FDG-PET data were derived from UC Berkeley and
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. A detailed
description of FDG-PET image acquisition and processing
can be found at http://adni.loni.usc.edu/data-samples/pet/.
Mean FDG uptake was averaged over five predefined
regions of interest (metaROIs) that are sensitive to ADrelated changes in metabolism, including right and left
angular gyri, right and left inferior temporal regions, and
bilateral posterior cingulate. PET images were spatially
normalized in Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) to
the MNI PET template. We extracted the mean counts
from the five metaROIs for each subject’s FDG scans at
each time point, computing the intensity values with
SPM subroutines. Finally, the intensity of each metaROI
mean was normalized via dividing it by pons/vermis reference region mean.
Cognition assessments were completed by Mini-Mental
State Examination (MMSE), Clinical Dementia Rating
Scale-Sum of Boxes (CDRSB), and Functional Activities
Questionnaire (FAQ) scores.

Grouping of subjects
Group classifications were determined by normal ( ) and
abnormal (+) biomarker results at baseline. Based on the
cutoff thresholds of biomarkers reported in previous articles, the cutoff concentrations of CSF Ab42 and p-tau
were 192 pg/mL and 23 pg/mL, respectively.27 A+T+ subjects were those who had CSF Ab42 levels ≤192 pg/mL
and p-tau levels ≥23 pg/mL. CSF t-tau-positive (N+)
referred to the levels ≥93 pg/mL.27 The aHPV-positive
(N+) was defined as the cutoff point ≤6723 mm3.26
According to the standard uptake value ratio (SUVR), we
defined FDG-PET-positive (N+) and negative (N ) subjects based on a cutoff point of 1.21.27
In this article, we performed sensitivity analyses using
different cutoffs. Firstly, we excluded a total of 341 borderline values within 5% of the above cutoff value
(Appendix S1), to avoid drawing conclusions based on
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MRI represent combined group of CSF /PET+ and CSF+/PET , combined group of CSF /MRI+ and CSF+/MRI , and combined group of PET /MRI+ and PET+/MRI , respectively.
Abbreviations: aHPV, adjusted hippocampal volume; Ab, amyloid beta; CDRSB, Clinical Dementia Rating Scale-Sum of Boxes; CN, cognitively normal; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; FAQ, Functional
Activities Questionnaire; FDG, 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; MRI, Magnetic Resonance Imaging; PET, positron emission tomography; p-tau, phosphorylated tau; t-tau, total tau.
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Table 1. Baseline demographic characteristics.
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borderline cases that easily could be misclassified due to
variable measurements. The cut-offs used in the article
were thus: CSF t-tau + ≥97.65 pg/mL, aHPV + ≤6386.85
mm3, and FDG-PET + ≤1.1495. Secondly, a biomarker
classification was done via the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analyses (see “Statistical analyses” section),
which produced the new cutoff values: CSF t-tau +
≥68.65 pg/mL, aHPV + ≤6586.14 mm3, and FDG-PET +
≤1.1776.
The subjects were then categorized into three groups
depending on the status of neurodegenerative biomarkers:
CSF/PET group (CSF /PET , CSF /PET+, CSF+/PET ,
and CSF+/PET+), CSF/MRI group (CSF /MRI , CSF /
MRI+, CSF+/MRI , and CSF+/MRI+), and PET/MRI
group (PET /MRI , PET /MRI+, PET+/MRI , and
PET+/MRI+). Besides, according to the discordance and
concordance of CSF and imaging biomarkers, we further
categorized the participants into concordant-negative, discordant, and concordant-positive groups.

Statistical analyses
We tested group differences using the Kruskal–Wallis
analyses for continuous variables and chi-square tests for
categorical data. Continuous variables were presented as
means (standard deviations (SDs)) and categorical variables as numbers (percents). Cognitive scores and brain
volumes were z log-transformed to normalize the distributions, and their longitudinal changes were performed
in linear mixed-effects models. The models had random
intercepts, slopes for time, and an unstructured covariance matrix for the random effects, and included the
interaction between time and cognitive score or brain volume as the predictor. In the analyses for cognitive scores,
we adjusted for baseline age, gender, APOE e4, and years
of education. In the analyses for brain volumes, baseline

age, gender, APOE e4, and TIV were included as covariates. To access the risk of clinical disease progression
(cognitive decline), we constructed unadjusted Kaplan–
Meier plots. Progressive cognitive deterioration was
defined as: (1) CN subjects converted to MCI or AD; (2)
MCI subjects developed to AD at follow-up. Then, we
ran multivariate Cox proportional hazard models adjusted
for baseline age, gender, educational years, and APOE e4
status. Besides, we conducted subgroup analyses by clinical diagnosis (CN/MCI). To explore the influence of
pathologic changes in AD, we constricted the population
to A+T+ and replicated the above longitudinal analyses.
In ROC analyses, the maximum value of the Youden’s
index (sensitivity + specificity
1) was defined as the
new cutoff point, which could best distinguish CN from
AD individuals (Data used in ROC analyses included AD
and CN individuals. The cases were AD population, and
the controls were CN subjects). Statistical significance was
defined as P < 0.05 (two-sided). Statistical analyses were
completed using R software (version 3.5.1) and IBM SPSS
Statistics 25.

Results
Baseline characteristics
This study included 721 subjects (CN = 279, MCI = 442)
without removing borderline cases (cutoffs: CSF ttau + ≥93 pg/mL; aHPV + ≤6723 mm3; and FDGPET + ≤1.21) (Table 1). The mean (SD) age of the participants was 72.5 (6.8) years, 46.5% were women, and
98.1% had more than 12 years of education. The followup time ranged from 3 months to 14 years. By applying
the previously proposed cutoffs, the classification of subjects resulted in three groups (Fig. 1): CSF/PET group
(394 CSF /PET , 126 CSF /PET+, 112 CSF+/PET , 89

Figure 1. Distribution plots of neurodegenerative biomarkers. (A) CSF/PET group: CSF t-tau versus FDG-PET; (B) CSF/MRI group: CSF t-tau versus
aHPV; (C) PET/MRI group: FDG-PET versus aHPV. Dashed lines represent the cutoff values for CSF t-tau, FDG-PET, and aHPV. Abbreviations: aHPV,
adjusted hippocampal volume; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; FDG, 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose; MRI, Magnetic Resonance Imaging; PET, positron emission
tomography; t-tau, total tau.
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Figure 2. Differences in APOE e4 positivity, CSF Ab42, and p-tau levels. (A) CSF/PET group; (B) CSF/MRI group; (C) PET/MRI group. Abbreviations:
Ab, amyloid beta; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; MRI, Magnetic Resonance Imaging; PET, positron emission tomography; p-tau, phosphorylated tau.

CSF+/PET+), CSF/MRI group (387 CSF /MRI , 133
CSF /MRI+, 114 CSF+/MRI , 87 CSF+/MRI+), and
PET/MRI group (392 PET /MRI , 114 PET /MRI+,
109 PET+/MRI , 106 PET+/MRI+). Distribution of clinical diagnosis (CN/MCI), age, APOE e4 positivity, MMSE,
CDRSB, FAQ, aHPV, entorhinal volume, whole brain volume, FDG-PET, CSF Ab42, p-tau, and t-tau were significantly different among concordant and discordant
individuals in the three groups (Appendix S2). Demographic information of A+T+ patients was summarized in
Appendix S3. Distribution plots of neurodegenerative
biomarkers in A+T+, CN, and MCI individuals were
shown in Appendix S4.
The distribution plots of APOE e4, CSF Ab42, and ptau were shown in Figure 2. There was an increase in the
proportion of APOE e4 positivity from concordant-negative to discordant to concordant-positive in the three

groups. The APOE e4 allele frequency differed between
CSF /MRI+ and CSF+/MRI
groups (39% vs. 55%,
P = 0.011), whereas no significant differences were detected
between CSF /PET+ and CSF+/PET groups or between
PET /MRI+ and PET+/MRI groups. The trend was similar in CSF p-tau in the three groups, as discordant patients
had more CSF p-tau accumulations than concordant-negative individuals and concordant-positive subjects had more
CSF p-tau deposits than discordant patients. There were
significant differences in CSF p-tau burden between CSF+/
PET and CSF /PET+ groups as well as between CSF+/
MRI and CSF /MRI+ groups (both P < 0.001). Additionally, the concentration of CSF Ab42 reduced from concordant-negative to discordant to concordant-positive in
the three groups. CSF+/PET and CSF+/MRI patients
showed lower CSF Ab42 levels than CSF /PET+ and
CSF /MRI+ patients, respectively (both P = 0.006).
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Figure 3. Longitudinal changes of cognitive scores in different groups. (A) CSF/PET group; (B) CSF/MRI group; (C) PET/MRI group. In the three
groups, we found that the declining rates of MMSE scores showed a downward trend, while the rising rates of CDRSB and FAQ scores showed
an upward trend, from concordant-negative to discordant to concordant-positive. Abbreviations: CDRSB, Clinical Dementia Rating Scale-Sum of
Boxes; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; FAQ, Functional Activities Questionnaire; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; MRI, Magnetic Resonance
Imaging; PET, positron emission tomography.

Longitudinal Changes in cognitive scores
and brain structures
In the longitudinal analyses of cognitive scores (Fig. 3),
we adjusted for age, gender, APOE e4, and years of education at baseline. In terms of MMSE score over time, discordant group performed better than concordant-positive
group (P < 0.0001), and demonstrated an accelerated
decline than concordant-negative group (P < 0.0001).
MMSE scores declined faster in CSF /PET+ patients than
CSF+/PET patients (P = 0.0406), and there were no differences in MMSE scores between CSF /MRI+ and
CSF+/MRI patients, as well as between PET /MRI+
and PET+/MRI patients. There was an upward trend in
the rising rates of CDRSB and FAQ scores from concordant-negative to discordant to concordant-positive in
CSF/PET, CSF/MRI, and PET/MRI groups. CSF+/PET

2002

patients had a faster accrual of FAQ scores than CSF /
PET+ patients (P = 0.0020) (Appendices S5 and S6). In
subgroup analyses, MCI patients who had more abnormal
“N” biomarkers performed worse over time on various
cognitive assessments (MMSE, CDRSB, and FAQ) in
CSF/PET, CSF/MRI, and PET/MRI groups. Concerning
CN subjects, this tendency was only significant in CDRSB
scores (Appendix S7).
In the longitudinal analyses of brain structures (Fig. 4),
we adjusted for age, gender, APOE e4, and TIV at baseline.
There was an elevated tendency for the rates of deterioration of hippocampal, entorhinal, and whole brain structures from concordant-negative to discordant to
concordant-positive in CSF/PET, CSF/MRI, and PET/MRI
groups. CSF+/PET patients had faster rates of hippocampal atrophy than CSF /PET+ patients (P = 0.0474). However, no group differences were detected in entorhinal or
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Figure 4. Longitudinal changes of brain volumes in different groups. (A) CSF/PET group; (B) CSF/MRI group; (C) PET/MRI group. There was an
upward tendency for the rates of deterioration of hippocampal, entorhinal, and whole brain structures from concordant-negative to discordant to
concordant-positive in the three groups. Abbreviations: CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; MRI, Magnetic Resonance Imaging; PET, positron emission
tomography.

whole brain atrophy rates among discordant subjects
(Appendices S5 and S6). In subgroup analyses, MCI
patients who had more abnormal “N” biomarkers displayed accelerated reductions in brain volumes in CSF/
PET, CSF/MRI, and PET/MRI groups. As for CN subjects,
hippocampal atrophy rates were greater in the CSF+/PET+
group than the discordant group (CSF /PET+ or CSF+/
PET ), and entorhinal atrophy rates were greater in the
discordant group (CSF /MRI+ or CSF+/MRI ) than the
CSF /MRI group (Appendix S7).
In A+T+ patients, cognitive performance in cognitive
scores (MMSE, CDRSB, and FAQ) worsened from concordant-negative to discordant to concordant-negative. In
terms of brain structures (hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, and whole brain), the discordant group (CSF /MRI+
or CSF+/MRI ) displayed higher atrophy rates than the
CSF /MRI group, and the PET+/MRI+ group showed
elevated atrophy rates than the discordant group (PET /
MRI+ or PET+/MRI ). Moreover, hippocampus and
whole brain atrophied faster in the discordant group

(CSF /PET+ or CSF+/PET ), compared with the CSF /
PET group (Appendices S8 and S9).

Analyses of clinical progression
In Cox regression models, we adjusted for age, gender,
educational level, and APOE e4 status. The conversion
risk in the CSF+/PET+ group was 2.6147 times higher
than that of the discordant group (CSF /PET+ or CSF+/
PET ), and the risk within the discordant group was
3.3275 times higher than that in the CSF /PET group.
Discordant patients within CSF/MRI group had a greater
conversion rate than CSF /MRI individuals (HR = 4.0255,
95% CI = 2.8093–5.7680), and CSF+/MRI+ patients progressed faster compared with discordant individuals
(HR = 2.0081, 95% CI = 1.4338–2.8130). Similarly, discordant patients in PET/MRI group were more likely to
progress than those in the PET /MRI group with the
HR of 3.9705 (95% CI = 2.7735–5.6840), and PET+/MRI+
participants displayed an increased risk of conversion than
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Figure 5. Survival analyses for probability of cognitive decline in (A) non-demented elders, and (B) A+T+ individuals. Comparisons of clinical
progression (cognitive decline) between concordant and discordant individuals were shown in CSF/PET, CSF/MRI, and PET/MRI groups. Numbers of
individuals at risk at different follow-up time points were presented. Survival time was calculated according to the intervals from the baseline
evaluation to the time points of clinical progression. Abbreviations: CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; MRI, Magnetic Resonance Imaging; PET, positron
emission tomography.

discordant participants with the HR of 1.9915 (95%
CI = 1.4366–2.7607) (Fig. 5A, Appendix S10). Besides, we
did not detect any intergroup differences in the risk of
conversion among discordant patients in CSF/PET, CSF/
MRI, and PET/MRI groups (Appendices S11 and S12).
Then, we performed subgroup analyses stratified by clinical diagnosis. In MCI patients, the risk of conversion
increased from concordant-negative to discordant to
concordant-positive in CSF/PET, CSF/MRI, and PET/
MRI groups. Nonetheless, among CN subjects, no significant difference was observed in the risk of conversion
between discordant and concordant-positive individuals
in both CSF/PET and PET/MRI groups. And no significant intergroup differences were detected among discordant
subjects in both CN and MCI individuals (Appendices S13
and S14).
In A+T+ patients, the CSF+/PET+ group had a greater
risk of progression than the discordant group (CSF /
PET+ or CSF+/PET ) with the HR of 2.3200 (95%
CI = 1.6382–3.2856), and the risk of the discordant group

2004

was 3.1766 times that of the CSF /PET group. Similarly, in CSF/MRI and PET/MRI groups, discordant subjects progressed faster than concordant-negative subjects,
and concordant-positive subjects progressed faster than
discordant patients. CSF /PET+ subjects showed a
2.1276-fold risk of cognitive decline compared with
CSF+/PET participants, and CSF /MRI+ individuals
displayed a 1.6591-fold risk than that of CSF+/MRI- participants (Fig. 5B, Appendices S15 and S16).

Sensitivity analyses
Sensitivity analyses using other cutoffs and neurodegenerative biomarkers were performed:
1 When applying previously proposed cutoffs by excluding borderline cases (CSF t-tau + ≥97.65 pg/mL,
aHPV + ≤6386.85 mm3, and FDG-PET + ≤1.1495),
380 individuals were included (Appendices S17 and
S18). Patients with more abnormal neurodegenerative
biomarkers had a greater risk of cognitive deterioration
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in CSF/PET, CSF/MRI, and PET/MRI groups (Appendices S19 and S20). Besides, CSF /PET+ subjects were
more likely to progress than CSF+/PET individuals.
2 We also used new cutoffs derived from the ROC analyses
(CSF t-tau + ≥68.65 pg/mL, aHPV + ≤6586.14 mm3. and
FDG-PET + ≤1.1776) (Appendices S21 and S22). The
more abnormal neurodegenerative biomarkers the
patients had, the higher progression risk they displayed
(Appendices S23 and S24). Besides, CSF /PET+ and
PET+/MRI participants showed higher progression rates
in comparison with CSF+/PET and PET /MRI+ individuals, respectively.
3 As an established biomarker of neurodegeneration,28
plasma neurofilament light was also included
(Appendix S25). We found that discordant group was
intermediate to concordant-negative and concordantpositive groups in terms of baseline CSF Ab42 and ptau levels, as well as longitudinal rates of cognitive
decline and conversion risk. These results did not
change our conclusions.

Discussion
In the present study, we found that the discordant group
was intermediate to concordant-negative and concordantpositive groups in terms of APOE e4 positivity, CSF Ab42
and p-tau levels at baseline, as well as the rates of cognitive decline reflected by cognitive scores and brain structures. Besides, the risk of cognitive decline increased from
concordant-negative to discordant to concordant-positive.
These longitudinal results were validated in A+T+, CN,
and MCI individuals, and were also validated by applying
different cutoffs and neurodegenerative biomarkers. Altogether, our findings suggest that discordant neurodegenerative status points to a stage of cognitive function
which is intermediate between concordant-negative and
concordant-positive.
Neurodegenerative pathology can be reliably measured
in vivo with neuroimaging technology, CSF assessments,
or blood tests,28 but substantial discordance exists when
utilizing different methods to evaluate the “N” biomarkers in the same person.5,12–15 Researchers have compared
the prevalence of biologically defined AD with clinically
defined probable AD,29 and evaluated the correspondence
between clinical syndromes and biological biomarkers as
well as between CSF tau and tau-PET.30,31 Likewise, they
obtained similar but not equivalent results, revealing the
importance of recognizing the discordant status. Some
mechanisms were possibly helpful in explaining the discordant states. First, discordant cases accounted for a
large proportion (> 30%) in the whole study sample, and
consequently, differences might exist in the time point at
which neurodegenerative changes were detected by
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distinct measures. Vemuri et al. reported that MRI could
be closer correlated with cognitive development than CSF
t-tau, since the latter might be more prone to diurnal
physiologic variations, thus revealing transient rather than
cumulative damage.21 Toledo et al. suggested that structural MRI and CSF t-tau measures rather than FDG-PET
showed strong predictive value for progression from CN
to MCI or AD.14 However, our results from discordant
subjects were inconsistent. Thus, it is difficult to determine the sequence of “N” biomarker abnormality and
find which specific “N” biomarker might reflect an earlier
pathological stage, which is in line with the recently proposed temporal pattern of AD biomarkers.28 Further
research on this topic is needed. Second, “N” biomarker
abnormalities can be caused by neuronal injury in several
diseases, and thus, these biomarkers are not specific for
neurodegenerative changes in AD. For example, the
increased plasma neurofilament light levels are seen not
only in AD dementia32–34 but also in frontotemporal
dementia, vascular dementia, and human immunodeficiency virus-associated dementia.35 Also, in any individual, the proportion of neurodegenerative damage due to
AD versus other probable comorbidities (most of which
have no extant biomarker) remains unclear.1 Therefore,
the “N” biomarker positivity could be caused by other
diseases rather than AD, such as cerebrovascular disease
(white matter hyperintensity) and neuroinflammation.36–
38

Since AD pathology has accumulated for many years
before apparent clinical symptoms occur,39,40 the early
identification of non-demented individuals at imminent
risk of cognitive impairment would provide insights into
intervention as well as new therapy approaches.41 And the
heterogeneity in the definition of neuronal injury is vital
to clinical trials using biomarkers for enrollment or as
alternative endpoint measures. In all groups, discordant
individuals were intermediate to concordant-negative and
concordant-positive persons in terms of cognitive performance, no matter in a non-demented (CN and MCI)
population, or a separate CN or MCI population. Accordingly, concordant-negative, discordant, and concordantpositive groups were likely to denote meaningfully different stages of cognitive function. Regardless of any abnormality in neuroimaging signatures (patterns of gray
matter atrophy on structural MRI or FDG-PET), CSF ttau measurements, or plasma tests, the isolated “N” positivity reflected a relatively early stage that needed to
implement interventions before any two biomarkers
became abnormal. Previous studies have reported the correlations between neuronal injury factors, and it has been
noted that the combination of these biomarkers might
provide better prediction than either source of data
alone.14,19,21,22 Vos et al. also suggested that individuals
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with both CSF Ab deposition and neuronal injury showed
an increased risk of disease progression.15 These findings
emphasize the vital role of discordant biomarkers and the
potential utility of integrating multiple modalities in disease.
Our findings may have important implications for the
diagnosis and treatment of AD, since they highlight the
role of a discordant status in determining the therapeutic
window before irreversible neurodegenerative changes
occur in AD. In the ATN system, “A” and “T” biomarkers reveal characteristic pathological changes that define
AD, whereas neurodegenerative/neuronal injury biomarkers are nonspecific, which are applied only for the staging
of disease severity.1 Targeting A+T+ patients, a recent
study has compared the clinical outcomes of individuals
having normal or abnormal single “N” biomarker and has
found that all of the three “N” biomarkers were highly
related to an increased risk of conversion to AD dementia.42 By combining these “N” biomarkers, our study
revealed that the conversion risk in discordant group was
intermediate between those of concordant-negative and
concordant-positive groups. In another word, even among
the patients who have developed into a stage which could
be biologically defined as AD (A+T+),1 dividing patients
into N0/N1/N2 subgroups may provide vital prognostic
insights on a single-patient scale. As a complement to the
original ATN framework, N+ subgrouping could help
identify early cognitive deficits and promote disease-modifying therapeutics or interventions of modifiable risk factors, which thus might delay the occurrence of cognitive
decline or disease progression. Our work could provide
support for the refinement of ATN classification.
This is a large prospective study with a relatively long
follow-up duration, which well characterized the cognitive
trajectories of discordant and concordant individuals. An
additional strength was that results were robust even after
threshold modification, or in different populations.
Nonetheless, some caveats should be emphasized. First, as
the Alzheimer’s continuum exists, dichotomizing each biomarker may mask the continuum. Besides, dichotomizing
biomarkers may lead to loss of important prognostic information.43 Second, although the total sample size was large,
the numbers of individuals in various subgroups were
insufficient, especially when the discordant population was
further categorized into different groups or when groups
were stratified by clinical diagnosis, which may reduce the
statistical power to detect longitudinal changes. Third, the
sample size restricted us to divide the A+T+ group into
CN A+T+ and MCI A+T+ groups. For example, among
CN A+T+ individuals, the PET+/MRI+ group included
only five subjects. Likewise, we did not explore the potential role of white matter lesions on cognitive function due
to the small number of people having relevant data.

2006

Fourth, our results targeting discordant subjects were
inconsistent and it is difficult to conclude which “N” biomarker became abnormal first. Thus, further investigations
targeting this topic were necessary.
In conclusion, this study supported that discordant
neurodegenerative status denoted a stage of cognitive
function intermediate between concordant-negative and
concordant-positive. Identification of discordant cases
would provide insights into intervention and diseasemodifying therapeutics, particularly in A+T+ individuals.
And this work could be a complement to the ATN framework. Moreover, further well-designed studies with sample enrichment are warranted.
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